SUMMER 2016

Have you ever needed summer as urgently as
you need this?
Welcome to our best books for summer, a
wealth of fresh takes, engaging accessories,
and endless joy.

— FICTION —

— FICTION & POETRY —

Moonglow -- Michael Chabon
$45, hb, HarperCollins

All We Shall Know -- Donal Ryan
$37, pb, Doubleday

A buoyant blend of fiction and family history, Moonglow is a superb novel dealing
with truth and lies, family legends, and existential adventure. After his first novel
was published in 1989, Michael Chabon visited his terminally ill grandfather
whose memory had been reignited by imminent death. A week of feverish
recollections forms the basis of this page-turner.

Infidelity, loneliness and betrayal are handled with breathtaking sensitivity
in Irish writer Donal Ryan’s third novel. Melody is thirty-three and has just
informed her husband that their unborn child is not his. Following the nine
months of her pregnancy with poignancy, All We Shall Know is psychologically
insightful, sad and beautiful.
Stories on the Four Winds -- Robyn Bargh and Brian Bargh
$35, pb, Huia

Autumn -- Ali Smith
$34, pb, Hamish Hamilton

Huia Publishers invited 18 New Zealand writers to each craft a story weaving the
values of manaakitanga and utu. The results - published here - are stories of the
four winds, told with humility, humour, irreverence and aroha. Patricia Grace,
Albert Wendt and Tina Makereti are among some of the acclaimed writers who
contribute to this unique collection.

Autumn is the first in a four-part series of novels from wildy inventive author
Ali Smith, with each book being named after a season. Socially and politically
prescient, this is the first novel to be published post-Brexit vote, and explores the
rattling implications of the referendum on Britain while considering the nature of
love, art, life and ageing.

Night Fishing -- Brian Turner
$25, pb, Victoria University Press

Hag-Seed -- Margaret Atwood
$37, pb, Hogarth Press
The brilliant Margaret Atwood gives Shakespeare’s The Tempest a spirited revamp.
A tale of twins and doubles, Hag-Seed is a theatrical fiction set inside a narrative
one. In Shakespeare’s Tempest, the ‘hag-seed’ is the character of Caliban, offspring
of the witch Sycorax, now enslaved by Prospero. In the steady hands of Atwood,
this narrative is a fresh work of art.

Turner contemplates his
relationship to his home
in Central Otago, the
people that surround him
and the uncertainties and
impermanence of life in
this witty, precise and
thoughtful collection.

Swing Time -- Zadie Smith
$37, pb, Hamish Hamilton

This beautiful book, the most
comprehensive collection of Alistair Te
Ariki Campbell’s poetry to date, draws
together the varied strains of his work,
transporting the reader with ease from
the wild landscapes of the Kapiti Coast
to the warm waters of Tongareva.

The Wish Child -- Catherine Chidgey
$30, pb / $45, hb, Victoria University Press

Moving effortlessly between North West London and West Africa, Zadie Smith’s
intelligent and multi-layered new novel shows that she is one of the leading
contemporary novelists dealing with class, race and gender. Two girls growing up
in poor London estates are passionate about dancing but only one of them has
real talent. A complex and energetic exploration of female friendship, family and
identity.
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The Collected Poems of Alistair Te Ariki Campbell -Alistair Te Ariki Campbell
$50, hb, Victoria University Press

It’s been thirteen years since Waikato-based writer Catherine Chidgey’s last
novel, but the refined and intelligent The Wish Child makes it worth the wait. It’s
1939 and two German children come together to find temporary refuge in an
abandoned Berlin theatre when they are caught up in the corrupt ideology of
their country during the Second World War.

Days Without End -- Sebastian Barry
$37, pb, Faber & Faber

Innocents and Others -- Dana Spiotta
$25, pb, Picador

This sweeping and lyrical western set in the plains of the West and Tennessee is
the moving story of two young men who sign up for the US army in the 1850s
and serve in the American Indian and Civil Wars. Savage, tender and vivid, Days
Without End is a beautifully written and compelling story of duty, family and
friendship.

A brilliant firecracker of a novel, Innocents and Others is a dazzling meditation
on the wonders of sound and vision. Meadow and Carrie are Los Angeles
filmmakers. Meadow makes gritty documentaries while Carrie directs feminist
feature films. A compelling novel about fame, power, art and friendship, which
subtly captures the absurdities, disappointments and alienation of contemporary
life.
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— WANDERLUST —

— SCIENCE & NATURAL HISTORY —

Atlas Obscura -- Joshua Foer, Dylan Thuras and Ella Morton
$80, hb, Workman Publishing

Time Travel -- James Gleick
$35, pb, Fourth Estate

This stunningly produced celebration of wanderlust is an endlessly fascinating
compendium of places around the world you might never have imagined. From
the Garden of Cosmic Speculation in Scotland, to the Vienna Undertakers’
Museum in Austria, Atlas Obscura uncovers some of the most mysterious,
hidden, overlooked and strange wonders of the world for armchair travellers and
die-hard adventurers alike.

The notion of time travel is barely 100 years old, yet is ingrained in our cultural
preoccupations. Gleick explores the cultural and intellectual origins of time
travel, from Augustine to Einstein, through literature and pop-culture, to musing
on our ideas of our future. It’s a hybrid beast of philosophy, physics, history and,
delightfully, Groundhog Day and Doctor Who. Beautiful paradoxes abound!
Timekeepers: How the World Became Obsessed With Time -- Simon Garfield
$37, hb, Canongate

Literary Wonderlands: A Journey Through the Greatest Fictional Worlds Ever
Created -- Laura Miller (editor)
$60, hb, Black Dog & Leventhal

Time: we seem to be counting it down, trying to freeze or reclaim it, synchronise
with it or divide it into milli- micro- or nano- increments, but above all we seek
to manage it. Garfield elegantly explores time’s domination of our imaginations
over the last 250 years, and the ways unique individuals have railed against the
insufferable inevitability of time’s tocks and ticks.

Literary junkies will adore this beautiful and unusual work which explores fiction’s
most beloved imagined worlds. Divided into five sessions: ‘Ancient Myth and
Legend’, ‘Science and Romanticism’, ‘The Golden Age of Fantasy’, ‘A New World
Order’ and ‘The Computer Age’, this is the perfect book for anyone who has ever
been transported to another world through the power of the written word.
White Mountain: Real and Imagined Journeys in the Himalayas -Robert Twigger
$40, pb, Weidenfeld & Nicolson
British author, poet and thrill-seeking adventurer Robert Twigger’s writing is
a poetic blend of philosophical musings and travel writing. In this thoughtful
travelogue, he ponders the expansive Himalayas, exploring the path of
pilgrimage, dreams, war, massacre, clarity and peace connected to the region’s
history along with extraordinary tales of survival.

Plant: Exploring the Botanical World -Phaidon Editors
$95, hb, Phaidon

Where the Animals Go -Oliver Uberti and James Cheshire
$65, hb, Particular Books

Plant combines photography,
cutting-edge micrograph
scans, watercolours, drawings
and prints of plants to bring
this universally popular and
captivating subject vividly to
life in this stunning book.

This book beautifully displays
some of the world's most
complex animal migrations.
You'll be amazed by the vast,
changing movements of
whales, bumblebees, wolves,
elephants and many more.

Map Stories: The Art of Discovery -- Francisca Mattéoli
$60, hb, Ilex

Storm in a Teacup: The Physics of Everyday Life -- Helen Czerski
$40, pb, Bantam

This lavish and carefully crafted collection of historical maps is a geographical
treasure that will delight lovers of maps and social and cultural history. Francisca
Mattéoli takes us on a whirlwind adventure from the Nile, to the South Pole and
to the mystery of Machu Picchu, telling us the stories of twenty-three places and
voyages that have inspired these enchanting charts.
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A physicist brings the bizarrely incomprehensible notions of science, be it string
and/or chaos theory, biophysics or Schrodinger's Cat into our homes and lives
in surprising and clear ways. Taking us from the mundane to the magisterial,
Czerski illustrates the grandest theories through raw eggs and cyclists, showing
the beautiful patterns that expand outward into the universe.

Nonstop Metropolis: A New York City Atlas -Rebecca Solnit and Joshua Jelly-Schapiro
$57, pb, University of California Press

The Glass Universe: The Hidden History of the Women Who Took the
Measure of the Stars -- Dava Sobel
$37, pb, Fourth Estate

We are big fans of writer, historian and activist Rebecca Solnit, and we love
this imaginative and informative atlas. This stunning collection of maps shows
New York City the way locals see it. While traditional maps neglect to show the
hotspots familiar to the city’s locals, these 26 maps and essays are a veritable
homage to the real culture of the Big Apple.

Sobel often explores the hidden history of women’s contributions to science. His
latest book centres on the women hired by Harvard Observatory for calculating,
organising and interpreting massive amounts of raw data produced largely in the
form of photographic glass plates (500,000 of them). The Glass Universe reveals
the stunning discoveries and vital advances these unacknowledged women made.
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— SOCIETY & ECONOMICS —

6

— ESSAYS —

Wonderland: How Play Made the Modern World -- Steven Johnson
$35, pb, Macmillan

Frantumaglia: An Author's Journey -- Elena Ferrante
$37, pb, Text Publishing

In Wonderland Steven Johnson presents an alternative slant on modern history,
proposing that many of the technological and sociological advances that
shape our lives have been driven by the pursuit of good times. This beautifully
illustrated volume is part history of popular entertainment and part treatise on
the vital importance of play to humankind’s continued prosperity.

Elena Ferrante’s bestselling quartet The Neapolitan Novels have taken the literary
world by storm, but due to her anonymity, few people have been granted insight
into her writing process. This selection of letters, interviews and responses to
reader’s questions are full of Ferrante’s trademark honesty and clarity of thought.
Essential reading for any Ferrante fan.

Do Humankind’s Best Days Lie Ahead? -- Steven Pinker, Matt Ridley, Alain de
Botton and Malcolm Gladwell
$18, pb, Oneworld

A Woman Looking at Men Looking at Women -- Siri Hustvedt
$40, pb, Sceptre

Is progress an ideology or fact? At the seventeenth convening of Toronto’s semiannual Munk Debates, four intellectual heavyweights set out to establish whether
the continued ascent of humanity is a foregone conclusion or if such assumptions
are mere hubristic folly. Pinker and Ridley go toe to toe with de Botton and
Gladwell, only one pair will leave the arena victorious… DEBATE!

Siri Hustvedt is a literary jack of all trades and this collection of recent essays
showcases her extraordinary breadth of knowledge. A Woman Looking at Men
Looking at Women has three distinct sections that explore art and gender, mind
body duality and neurological illnesses. Hustvedt moves between these somewhat
eclectic subjects with great consideration, curiosity and an unfailing sense of
humour.

The Undoing Project: A Friendship that Changed the World -- Michael Lewis
$50, hb, Allen Lane

Fight Like a Girl -- Clementine Ford
$33, pb, Allen & Unwin

Michael Lewis, author of The Big Short, relates the story of the fathers of
behavioural economics. From their first meeting as young psychology professors
in the war stricken Israel of the 1960s, Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky went
on to revolutionise modern thinking on how, why and what we spend as a society
and ultimately, how we perceive the workings of our own minds.

This personal and incendiary book by feminist sensation Clementine Ford is
part manifesto, part battle-cry. Ford uses her own experiences of harassment and
gender inequality to shine a light on society’s treatment of women and demand
better. Funny, refreshing and unapologetic, this book is both rallying cry and
reflection. Essential reading for feminists young and old.

The Euro and Its Threat to the Future of Europe -- Joseph E. Stiglitz
$60, hb, Allen Lane

Journal of Urgent Writing 2016 -- Nicola Legat (editor)
$40, pb, Massey University Press

In his uncompromising appraisal of the state of unified Europe, Joseph Stiglitz,
one of the world’s leading economists, argues that Europe’s stagnation and bleak
outlook results from fundamental flaws in the Euro project; a structure which
promotes divergence and economic integration outpacing political integration.
Stiglitz candidly lays out the alternatives including a well managed end to the
common currency.

Now perhaps more than ever, there is a need for an intelligent and critical
discourse about politics and current affairs. This fantastic new journal published
by Massey University Press showcases new work from some of New Zealand’s
best critical thinkers, as they discuss subjects such as environmentalism, racism,
ageing, apathy and an unknown soldier in a field in France.

Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir of a Family and Culture in Crisis -- J. D. Vance
$35, pb, HarperCollins

Home and Away -- Karl Ove Knausgaard and Fredrik Ekelund
$38, pb, Harvill Secker

A deeply timely autobiography describing the social disintegration that haunts
poor, white America. J.D. Vance’s family moved from Appalachia to Ohio to
escape extreme poverty yet, over generations, the legacy of abuse, alcoholism,
poverty and trauma continued to make its mark. Vance’s work captures the vital
social and psychological complexity of an aggrieved generation.

This funny, down to earth correspondence between Knausgaard and Ekelund
uses football as a jumping off point to explore life, art, politics, literature and
friendship. This exchange of letters between two great contemporary writers is
at once personal and political, full of digressions and anecdotes, perfect for the
sports illiterate and football fanatics alike.
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— HISTORY & BIOGRAPHY —

8

— HISTORY & BIOGRAPHY —

Rasputin: The Biography -- Douglas Smith
$55, hb, Macmillan

Keeping On Keeping On -- Alan Bennett
$55, hb, Profile Books

Even during his lifetime Rasputin was shrouded in mystery, but in this
exhaustively researched biography Smith separates fact from fiction in order to
reveal Rasputin in all his complexity - man of God, voice of peace, loyal subject,
adulterer, drunkard. Drawing on forgotten archival material from around the
world, this is a fascinating account of Imperial Russia as it neared its downfall.

Any new Alan Bennett book is cause for celebration, and this mammoth
collection of prose is just what we've been waiting for. Keeping On Keeping On
showcases his diaries between 2005 -2015, as well as essays, speeches and a darkly
comic radio play. Bennett has the remarkable ability to bring the everyday to life,
and his daily reflections are bursting with pathos, drama and sparkling wit.

The Great War for New Zealand: Waikato 1800-2000 -- Vincent O’Malley
$80, hb, Bridget Williams Books

Ariel: A Literay Life of Jan Morris -- Derek Johns
$45, hb, Faber Non Fiction

Vincent O’Malley turns his attention to the war in Waikato (1863-64) one of the
most significant battles in New Zealand history. This book is the culmination
of years of research and follows two centuries of Māori and Pākehā relations,
including the origins, aftermath and great human cost of the war. This book is
insightful, timely and an important addition to our cultural canon.

Jan Morris was a superb prose writer with an extraordinarily sharp eye, and this
somewhat unconventional biography by her long-time literary agent and friend
Derek Johns is conversational, intimate and written with great warmth and
insight. Soldier, journalist, traveller and transgender pioneer, this is a moving and
generous tribute to one of the twentieth century greats, and the celebration of a
full and eclectic life.

The Big Smoke: New Zealand Cities, 1840-1920 -- Ben Schrader
$60, pb, Bridget Williams Books

My Father’s Island: A Memoir -- Adam Dudding
$35, pb, Victoria University Press

Paris. Tokyo. Auckland? This ground-breaking new book by Ben Schrader puts
New Zealand cities under the spotlight. Beautifully illustrated and engagingly
written, this previously untold story focuses on the changing shape of New
Zealand between 1840 and 1920, with a special focus on the experiences of
women and Māori. Especially prescient reading at a time when our cities are
facing greater challenges than ever before.

In My Father’s Island, Adam Dudding recalls his unconventional childhood and
his troubled relationship with his father in searingly honest, lucid prose. Robin
Dudding was one of New Zealand’s best known literary editors, and in this
memoir Dudding grapples with his father’s controlling and often cruel nature,
with generosity and humour. This is a moving and gripping story of a son's
dawning understanding of his father.

Blitzed: Drugs in Nazi Germany -- Norman Ohler
$55, hb, Allen Lane

Beach Life: A Celebration of Kiwi Beach Culture -- Douglas Lloyd Jenkins
$60, hb, Godwit

This little-known story of the Third Reich’s drug culture brings a fresh perspective
to a turbulent and frightening era of human history. Regardless of Nazi insistence
on moral purity, coke, crystal meth, heroine and morphine were widely used by
housewives, soldiers and members of the Gestapo alike. Despite its sensationalist
subject, this book doesn’t jump to easy conclusions and is an insightful read.

What could be more appropriate for a Southern hemisphere Christmas than a
retrospective of Kiwi beach culture? Celebrated historian and style commentator
Douglas Lloyd Jenkins looks back at our national love affair with everything sand
surf. Gorgeously illustrated, thoroughly researched. This is a fascinating look at
our evolving cultural landscape as seen from under a beach umbrella.

The Riviera Set -- Mary S. Lovell
$40, pb, Little Brown

Havana Coffee Works -- Geoff Marsland and Tom Scott
$50, hb, Phantom House

Mary Lovell is well known for her witty and engaging biographies of the Mitford
Sisters and the Churchills. In this fascinating new work she turns her attention
to The Riviera Set, a group of high society players who frequented the Chateau
de l’Horizon from the 1920s to the 1960s. This book is lively and entertaining,
packed with scandal, political intrigue and wit.

Wellington’s hospitality world is driven by the characters who work in it and
the incredible story of Havana Coffee and its accompanying cafés is full of
personality. In Havana Coffee Works Geoff Marsland and Tom Scott blend three
exciting decades of biography, autobiography and social history in this roasting
rock and roll journey from Havana's Cuba Street beginnings to its current coffee
empire status.
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— MUSIC —
New Zealand Jazz Life -Norman Meehan & Tony
Whincup
$40, pb, Victoria Uni Press

Absolutely on Music -Haruki Murakami, Seiji
Ozawa & Jay Rubin
$50, hb, Harvill Secker

Celebrated composer
Meehan brings together
interviews with leading NZ
Jazz musicians. An intro to
the vibrant local scene along
with advice for musicians
considering a life in jazz.

Murakami and conductor
Ozawa discuss their passion
for music ranging from
Brahms to Beethoven, Leonard
Bernstein to Glenn Gould,
record collecting to pop-up
orchestras, and much more.

Hip Hop Raised Me -DJ Semtex & Chuck D
$95, hb, Thames & Hudson

Shock and Awe -Simon Reynolds
$55, hb, Faber & Faber

Semtex traces hip hop from
its origins in the early 1970s
through to mainstream
breakthrough examining
along the way the crucial
role hip hop music plays in
society and the influence it
has had on his own life.

GLAM! Reynolds explores
this most decadent of genres
on both sides of the Atlantic
charting the retro future
sounds, outrageous styles and
gender-fluid sexual politics. A
big fat summer read for music
lovers.

Goneville: A Memoir -Nick Bollinger
$39, hb, Awa Press

The Dunedin Sound -Ian Chapman
$50, hb, Bateman

Goneville is a coming-of-age
story and an intimate look at
the evolving music scene in
'70s NZ. Bollinger considers
how this music intersected
with the prevailing culture,
when men played rugby, not
rock.

Check out bands from one
of the coolest cities in the
world, home of The Enemy,
The Clean, The Chills et al ad
nauseum. Gather around and
spot never before seen photos
of friends and colleagues
young and on the stage.

^^
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— FOOD & DRINK —

TWIN PEAKS ^^

The Secret History of Twin
Peaks -- Mark Frost
$45, hb, Macmillan

Damn Fine Cherry Pie -Lindsey Bowden
$50, hb, Mitchell Beazley

Frost bridges the 25 year
gap between the old and
forthcoming seasons of Twin
Peaks. What lies within will
only serve to deepen the
mystery of this town in ways
that will thrill you.

How to put a fish in a percolator
and bake a damn fine cherry
pie. A fun and festive cookbook
liberally sprinkled with facts
and anecdotes including the
diner jukebox playlist.

UNITY BOOKS

Istanbul Cult Recipes -Pomme Larmoyer
$55, hb, Murdoch Books

Appetites: A Cookbook -Anthony Bourdain
$53, hb, Bloomsbury

Istanbul celebrates the best
in contemporary Turkish
cooking, whether it’s
street food, home style or
contemporary restaurant
cuisine. Accessible, affordable
and bursting with flavour.

Acclaimed chef Bourdain
steps out of the restaurant and
into the culinary madness of
everyday life. Bold, outspoken
and unexpected, this
cookbook is as entertaining as
it is appetizing.

Ima Cuisine: An Israeli
Mother’s Kitchen -Yael Shochat & David Cohen
$55, pb, Random House

New Zealand Wine -Warren Moran
$70, hb, Auckland Uni Press

Israeli restaurateur Shochat
has released her long awaited
recipe collection full of
healthy, delicious and locally
sourced ingredients for
Middle Eastern food fanatics.
Regarding Cocktails -Sasha Petraske with
Georgette Moger-Petraske
$48, hb, Phaidon

UNITY BOOKS

An esteemed wine enthusiast
charts the history of NZ’s wine
industry with humour, insight
and spectacular photographs
of our vineyards and the
fascinating people behind
them.
How to Have a Beer -Alice Galletly
$26, pb, Awa Press

Sasha revolutionized cocktail
culture with his unique
twist on classic recipes at his
speakeasy bar Milk & Honey.
Full of recipes and reflections
from a life behind the bar.

Galletly’s hilarious and
fascinating dispatches from
drinking culture is the newest
addition to the popular
Ginger Series, chronicling her
quest to review a different
beer every day of the year.

Highballs for Breakfast -P. G. Wodehouse
$37, hb, Hutchinson

On the Menu -Nicholas Lander
$85, hb, Unbound

This fizzing new anthology
is enough to send anyone
over the limit. Featuring
excerpts from his most sidesplitting stories of drunk and
disorderly behaviour - you'll
be left thirsty for more.

Treat yourself to a full course
meal with this funny, eclectic
and often bizarre collection
of famous menus. Featuring
interviews with acclaimed
chefs such as Blumenthal,
Bottura and Rogers.
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— ART & PHOTOGRAPHY —

— ARCHITECTURE & PHOTOGRAPHY —

Hand-Coloured NZ: The Photographs of Whites Aviation -- Peter Alsop
$80, hb, Potton & Burton

The Shops -- Peter Black and Steve Braunias
$40, hb, Luncheon Sausage Books

New Zealand in the 20th century had many innovative and radically creative
businesses that have been somewhat forgotten. Hand-Coloured New Zealand uses
interviews and gorgeous photography to take a loving and appreciative look at
the history of Whites Aviation, the company responsible for many of the handcoloured photos that were common in the mid-20th century.

Writer Steve Braunias and photographer Peter Black have paired up to produce
this melancholy photographic book of the deserted, neglected, sad and fading
shops across New Zealand. A personal essay from Braunias accompanies 44
colour images shot by Black in this critique on how the age of online shopping
and stripmalls has created ghost towns.

Gottfried Lindauer’s New Zealand: The Maori Portraits -- Gottfried Lindauer,
Edited by Ngahiaka Mason and Zara Stanhope
$75, hb, Auckland University Press

Islands: A New Zealand Journey -- Bruce Ansley and Jane Ussher
$80, hb, Godwit

This ravishing publication has been co-produced with the Auckland Art Gallery
to tie in with a major internationally-touring exhibition of our most prolific
professional colonial painter, Gottfried Lindauer, whose portraits captured the
expressive faces of Maori tūpuna, tohunga, politicians and family members
between the 1870s to the early twentieth century.

Writer/photographer duo Bruce Ansley and Jane Ussher return with another
glossy volume documenting New Zealand’s natural environs, this time hopping
between the various islands around our shores. From popular destinations such
as Great Barrier and Waiheke, to the sanctuaries of Kapiti and Motuara, to the
wild habitats of Dog and the Titi Islands in the Foveaux Strait, Ansley and Ussher
have captured beautifully our island outposts.

The Art of Movement: NYC Dance Project -Ken Browar & Deborah Ory
$80, hb, Black Dog & Leventhal

Bolshoi Confidential: Secrets of the Russian Ballet
-- Simon Morrison
$40, pb, HarperCollins

The Art of Movement captures
the physicality, flow, agility and
grace of some of the world's best
dancers. Incredible images of
dancers frozen in magnificent
poses are accompanied by text
from choreographers, directors
and the dancers themselves.

From death and madness to
imperial indulgence, soviet
propagandists and the current
cultural resurgence, this
remarkable 240-year history of
the Bolshoi captures in stunning
detail what happens offstage that
makes the onstage performances possible.

Frida Kahlo at Home -- Suzanne Barbezat
$55, hb, Frances Lincoln
This gorgeous new book explores the influences on Kahlo’s life and work - from
Mexican culture and tradition, to the places that she travelled to and called home.
Illustrated throughout with stunning photographs and Kahlo’s artwork, author
Suzanne Barbezat draws clear connections between powerful outside forces and
the work of this iconic and beloved artist.
City House, Country House -- John Walsh and Patrick Reynolds
$85, hb, Godwit

Snark: Being a True History of the Expedition That Discovered the Snark and
the Jabberwock and Its Tragic Aftermath -- David Elliot
$60, hb, Otago University Press

Following on from Big House, Small House Walsh and Reynolds explore the
most exceptional recent building projects from around NZ – tracing the
national design zeitgeist from remote regional splendour to urban retreats and
renovations. The diverse projects, illustrated with plans, text and photos, reflects
the huge array of innovation and architectural responses happening around the
country.

At the heart of the beautifully illustrated book Snark are the two Lewis Carroll
poems The Hunting of the Snark and Jabberwocky. This fantastical and delightfully
dark picture book for grown-up children of all ages tackles the pertinent
questions: What exactly happened to the Snark expedition? Who fell foul of the
Jabberwock? And, what even is a Snark, exactly?
Treasure Palaces: Great Writers Visit Great Museums -- Maggie Fergusson
(editor)
$33, hb, Profile Books
Taken from a series in The Economist’s Intelligent Life magazine, this vigorous
collection of essays brings together esteemed writers such as Julian Barnes,
Ann Patchett, Ali Smith and Neil Gaiman as they give us a tour of their
favourite museums. From the Musée Rodin in Paris to the Museum of Broken
Relationships in Zagreb, the grandiose and the irreverent are featured.
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Living in the Landscape: Extraordinary Rural Homes in Australia and New
Zealand -- Anna Johnson and Richard Black
$85, hb, Thames & Hudson
Architects have often sought to integrate their visions with the surrounding
landscape, developing a nuanced relationship between the built dwelling and the
land that envelops it. Featuring 28 houses from Australia and NZ, the authors
look at architectural innovation and response to varied locations, from rainforests
to remote clifftops, revealing the beauty of possibility when living with the land.

UNITY BOOKS
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— COMPULSORY LEARNING —

The Dung Beetle Series -- Miriam Elia $25 each, hb

— YOUNGER READERS —

The sardonic genius of the Dung Beetle
Reading Scheme, which started with We Go
to the Gallery, returns with We Learn at Home
and We Go Out to further ‘grind your child’s
opinions into the shapeless mush of modern
intellectual discourse...’ The nihilistic comedic
wisdom contained within has Unity’s full
endorsement, leading to a storewide lowerback tattoo reading: I’m unique.

— A FEW OF THIS YEAR'S PRIZEWINNERS —
Our favourite award winners this year
all approach their subject matter from
surprising and revelatory angles: A black man
reintroduces slavery to invigorate equality
(The Sellout - Paul Beatty). A Vietnamese
communist sleeper agent in post-war
America grapples with layered loyalties and
love to hilarious effect (The Sympathizer
- Viet Thanh Nguyen). In an economically
ravaged Ireland a foul-mouthed bunch of
$28, pb, Oneworld
criminals reveal darkness and humour of a
new society (The Glorious Heresies - Lisa
McInerney). Deep in the Australian outback,
the very core of a nation’s identity is tested
(The Coming Rain - Stephen Daisley). The
forgotten life of a man who defined a period
of scientific discovery is brought back into
the light (The Invention of Nature - Andrea
Wulf), and an interconnected historical, legal
and family detective story into the origins of
the concepts of crimes against humanity and
$37, pb, Text
genocide (East West Street - Phillipe Sands).

$28, pb, Piatkus

$25, pb, Hodder

Animals are everywhere in this
Christmas menagerie. Explore Gecko
Press’ latest offering as dogs go about
their days in cars, on mountains and
playing sports, or revisit the classic
world of Babar in this collection of
five timeless stories, or marvel at
the genius of Jon Klassen weaving
a beautiful parable of two turtles
A Day With Dogs -- Dorothée de Monfreid $35, hb, Gecko Press finding a single hat they both want
The Babar Collection -- Jean de Brunhoff $28, pb, Egmont
very, very badly.
We Found a Hat -- Jon Klassen $28, hb, Walker (All 2+)
People, places and things feature in wonderful detail in these
books for curious kids. Survivors tells amazing survival stories
from the sea, arctic wastes and the jungle. Use a special lens with
Illuminature to see incredible 3D images of the natural world.
A World of Information contains a collection of information
that illustrates everything from the moon's phases and solstices
to musical notation and the human eye. Lots is a fact-filled,
illustrated journey around the world, detailing the many things
that make each place unique. The artwork and energy invested in
these books has brought forth work of real knowledge and beauty.
Survivors - David Long $33, hb, Faber & Faber (7+)
Illuminature - Rachel Williams $40, hb, Wide Eyed Press (5+)
A World of Information - Richard Platt and James Brown
$35, hb, Walker Books (7+)
Lots -- Marc Martin $30, hb, Viking (5+)

$30, pb, Hodder

These four books are testimony to the abundance of great
stories to be consumed this summer. The 2015 Costa book of
the year, The Lie Tree, has been re-released with entrancing
illustrations by Chris Riddell; A.G. Roemmers has given us
a gorgeous sequel to the much loved classic The Little Prince;
Malcolm McNeill writes of mysterious vanishings and
parallel worlds in his young-adult fairy-tale. For a little bit of
everything, try the Gecko Press Annual, a fresh, fun take on
the annuals of yore.

$40, pb, Orion

— APHORISTIC ANTHOLOGIES —
Mauri Ora: Wisdom from the
Maori World -- Peter Alsop &
Te Raumawhitu Kupenga
$40, hb, Potton & Burton
Proverbial Maori wisdom passed
through generations reveal
the cultural history, courage
and compassion that tradition
imbues from centuries of leadership and integrity.
Urgent ideas on how to live a better life.
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The Daily Stoic -- Ryan
Holiday & Stephen Hanselman
$28, pb, Profile Books

The Lie Tree -- Frances Hardinge and Chris Riddell
$20, hb, Macmillan (12+)
Return of the Young Prince -- A.G. Roemmers
$22, hb, Oneworld (12+)
The Beginning Woods -- Malcolm McNeill
$19, pb, Pushkins Children's (12+)
Annual -- Kate De Goldi & Susan Paris (Editors)
$40, hb, Gecko Press (9+)

Topically arranged and
presented in a day-by-day
format, the great Stoics from
Seneca to Marcus Aurelius
provide vital reflections on
the art of living in the face of
worldly challenges.

UNITY BOOKS

UNITY BOOKS
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— THIS YEAR'S TOP TENS —
WELLINGTON

AUCKLAND

1. Hera Lindsay Bird -- Hera Lindsay Bird
$25, pb, Victoria University Press

All the Light We Cannot See -- Anthony Doerr
$25, pb, Fourth Estate

2. Do No Harm -- Henry Marsh
$28, pb, Orion

A Little Life -- Hanya Yanagihara
$25, pb, Picador

3. All the Light We Cannot See -- Anthony Doerr
$25, pb, Fourth Estate

Hera Lindsay Bird -- Hera Lindsay Bird
$25, pb, Victoria University Press

4. The Sympathizer -- Viet Thanh Nguyen
$28, pb, Piatkus Books

My Brilliant Friend -- Elena Ferrante
$30, pb, Text Publishing

5. My Brilliant Friend -- Elena Ferrante
$30, pb, Text Publishing

Being Mortal -- Atul Gawande
$25, pb, Profile Books

6. In Love With These Times -- Roger Shepherd
$37, pb, HarperCollins

The Lonely City -- Olivia Laing
$40, hb, Canongate Books

7. The Vegetarian -- Han Kang
$23, pb, Portobello Books

I Am Pilgrim -- Terry Hayes
$25, pb, Transworld

8. Can You Tolerate This? -- Ashleigh Young
$30, pb, Victoria University Press

The Sympathizer -- Viet Thanh Nguyen
$28, pb, Piatkus Books

9. The Noise of Time -- Julian Barnes
$35, hb, Jonathan Cape

In Love With These Times -- Roger Shepherd
$37, pb, HarperCollins

10. The Sellout: A Novel -- Paul Beatty
$28, pb, Oneworld

The Invisible Mile -- David Coventry
$30, pb, Victoria University Press

Sign up to our events and newsletter mailing lists by emailing either shop:

UNITY BOOKS WELLINGTON

UNITY BOOKS AUCKLAND

57 WILLIS STREET
WELLINGTON, 6011

19 HIGH STREET
AUCKLAND, 1010

04 499 4245

09 307 0731

WELLINGTON@UNITYBOOKS.CO.NZ

SHOP@UNITYBOOKSAUCKLAND.CO.NZ

UNITYBOOKSONLINE.CO.NZ
Prices may change without notice.

